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Permission to exhibit these drawings is due to the courtesy of Mr. Victor F. Lawson, of the Chicago Daily News.

These drawings, with the exception of a few that have been loaned by the owners, are for sale.

For prices, inquire at desk.

BOOK OF DRAWINGS

BY

FRED RICHARDSON

Being a Selection of Those Done for the Chicago Daily News

This book contains in reduced size a number of pictures reproduced from the original drawings. It includes many drawings in this exhibition, and others that have appeared in the Saturday issue of the Chicago Daily News.

It is the first time an effort has been made to collect and present in book form the series of cartoons, posters, and other drawings which has made the Saturday Daily News an example of the artistic possibilities of newspaper illustration.

In detail of engraving, printing, and book-maker's art, the book has attempted an excellence that was warranted by the demand for these drawings in convenient form.

For sale here and elsewhere at $2.00.
An Exhibition of Newspaper Drawings

By FREDERICK RICHARDSON

1. A Ballade of June.  
3. The Call to War.  
5. Winter on the Farm. From reports of the farmers' present prosperity.  
6. At the Opera.  
7. The Season of Charities.  
8. The Trans-Atlantic Rate War.  
11. An Interview with the Planetary System through the Yerkes Telescope.  
12. Calendar for May.  
13. The Lion Hunt.  
14. Thanksgiving after Victory.  
15. My Lover is a Sailor Lad.  
17. Target Practice.  
18. Their First Thanksgiving.
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The Queen's Jubilee.

Painting Portraits for the Spring Seed Catalogues.

March, the Jill.

The Three Flags.

Books for the Fall Trade by Chicago Authors.

Blowing Bubbles.

June.

Paging This Season.

Stay the Summer Reprints.

Old Anglers Say that Fishing is

The Reign of the Cynia.
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65. The All Night Saloon.
66. The Property Room of the Clever Cartoonist.
67. Easter.
68. The Peace Quest.
69. When School Began, as We Remember It.
70. The Knave of Hearts.
71. Drawings from the "Tempest."
72. Bird's Eye Views of Events of the Week.
73. Mother Goose Melodies. (Goose Island Edition.)
74. Those Michigan Weddings.
   What the Chicago lover may expect when agents of competing towns across the lake find out that he is trying to propose.
75. At the Peace Commissioners' Dinner in Paris.
   "Don, may we serve you to boiled crow, or nothing?"
76. In April, between Sun and Shower.
77. To the Heroes of Santiago.
78. Perhaps Those Enterprising Landlords will have to Resort to Something Like This.
79. A Shade of Difference.
   Yellow Jack: "Say, I don't see why they should quarantine me and leave your other yellow pestilences loose."
80. "There was an Old Man who Lived in a Hat."
81. I Wonder why Those Wretched Wustics Wubber so?
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